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Touschek’s Life
 B.T. was born in Vienna in 1921 from an

officer of the Austrian army and a jewish
mother, belonging to an intellectual and
artistic family. He died in Innsbruck in
1978.

 Early years, before and at the start of
World War II, mainly in Austria. P. Urban
and A. Sommerfeld.

 During the war he was mainly in
Hamburg and Berlin. Period of
clandestinity, prisoner, concentration
camp, shot by SS guards. Collaboration
with R. Wideroe.

 After the war:  Diploma in Goettingen on the theory of betatron.
Moved to Glasgow and got his PhD.

   Final stay in Rome, theoretical activities and the start of  AdA.
AdA in Orsay. Adone.



Early years

-  In March 1938 Austria was annexed to Germany and according
to the racial laws the “jewish” B.T. could not attend classes in the
Gymnasium anymore. Got the final diploma as a private student.

- Visited his aunt Ada in Rome and started engineering fac.
attending classes in Mathematics.

- September 1939: World War II started, B.T. back to Vienna,
studying Physics and Mathematics, mostly at home.
Friendship with Paul Urban, assistant prof. at the Univ.

- After found some small errors in A. Sommerfeld’s book on
quantum theory and exchanged letters, A.S. suggested him to
move to Germany and  gave him help and support.



 Collaboration and friendship with the norwegian Rolf Wideroe, who
had started a project on the betatron.  Also he had observed clouds
colliding in the sky, and they first discussed the possibility of
collisions of particles of opposite charges. B.T.’s contribution to
the final betatron project.

 Heavy bombing in Hamburg and Berlin, but betatron was put in
operation. Frenetic activity of B.T. Arrested for suspected
espionage, was frequently visited by Wideroe.

 Transferred to a concentration camp, was shot by SS gards,
survived by chance, went to hospital and again to prison. Finally he
was free at the end of April ‘45, and in Goettingen he got his
“Diploma Physiker” in ‘46 on the theory of the betatron.

Clandestinity in Germany
 Helped by Sommerfeld B.T. moved to

Hamburg, studied theoretical phys.
and then to Berlin, working in a firm
of electronic devices, but also
continuing his studies.



Glasgow

 B.T. settled in Glasgow in April ‘47, joining a
team working at a 300 Mev syncrotron.

 Friendship and collaboration with Walter
Thirring on electrodynamic processes. Later
on the covariant formulation of the Bloch-
Nordsieck method.

 Also many works on the production of
mesons in fission processes.
Correspondence with Heisenberg. In
November ‘49 he got his PhD. with a thesis
on ”Collisions between electron and nuclei”.
Feeling himself unhappy in Glasgow he
decided to leave and finally moved to Rome
in late ‘52.



Bruno Touschek in Rome
 In the fall of ‘52  B.T. was in Rome,

and was offered a position by
Edoardo Amaldi, director of the
Physics institute G. Marconi.

E. Amaldi, the youngest of the
Fermi’s collaborators, had a
leading position in the italian
physics, and much contributed to
the foundation of Cern in 1950.

Also foundation of INFN and the
project of 1.1Gev syncrotron at
Frascati, under dir.  of G. Salvini,
completed in ‘59.

At beginning B.T. worked with Radicati, Morpurgo, Cini on
fondamental problems (CP, T, CPT invariance and weak interactions) .
Correspondence with W. Pauli and T.D. Lee. Nicola Cabibbo was a
student of Touschek.



 AdA



 Seminar in Rome by P. Panofsky on the Stanford e- e-
collider in the fall of 1959 (two tangent rings).

 Immediately after B.T. started speculating about a single
ring where e- and e+ could collide (as discussed earlier with
Wideroe) and explore  the properties ot the vacuum.

 Seminar in Frascati in Febr. 1960. In his notebook he
started exploring the physics of e+e- processes. The reaction
e-e+ -> 2 photons as luminosity monitor. Also he suggested
to convert the new syncrotron in  an e+e-collider .

 Final project (AdA) with 250 Mev beams.

Paper of N. Cabibbo and R. Gatto, PRL 1960 and PR 1961



   AdA (Anello di Accumulazione) 1960



Other actors
in AdA

Carlo Bernardini

Giorgio
 Ghigo

Gianfranco Corazza



 AdA was built in one year, but difficulties with injection to
get full luminosity.

 Visit to Frascati by P. Marin, a collaboration started and
the decision was taken to use the Orsay Linac as injector
and to tranfer AdA. Problems in crossing the french-italian
border which needed diplomatic interventions.

 Final collisions at LAL. “Touschek effect”  (beam-beam
interactions limiting the beam life time).

Adone project.



B. Touschek’s  legacy

 Particle-antiparticle collisions (AdA -> LHC). Many
fundamental discoveries.

 Machine’s theory and developments.

 Large impact on theoretical physics at Frascati and Rome:

   - Radiative corrections (QED, J/Psi and Z prod.)

   - Exponentiation in QED and QCD ( ex.  W/Z  Pt-distribs.)

   - Weak interactions.



M.G., G. Pancheri,
BTML, Frascati

Phys. Series XXXIII,
2005
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